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Abstract

Low temperature synthesis routes are necessary for selectively synthesizing many metastable

solid state materials. Here we identify a cooperative effect that starting materials have in low-

ering temperatures in solid state metathesis reactions by studying the formation of yttrium

manganese oxide. Previous studies have shown that YMnO3 can be synthesized by ternary

metathesis with an alkali halide being produced as a secondary product. In this contribu-

tion, we show that by using alkaline earth metals instead of alkali metals, the polymorph

selectivity of the reaction is changed, as orthorhombic YMnO3 forms at lower temperatures

than the hexagonal polymorph. Reactions were studied using ex post facto synchrotron X-ray

diffraction. These experiments reveal that reactions using alkaline earth manganese oxides as

a starting material require high temperatures to progress. Reaction temperatures can be low-

ered from 700 °C to 550 °C while maintaining phase selectivity by reacting both MgMn2O4

and CaMn2O4 with YOCl in a cooperative “cometathesis” reaction. The nascent halide salts

appear to improve the reaction kinetics. Since the onset temperature for YMnO3 formation

falls 50 °C below the MgCl2-CaCl2 liquidus, the enhanced reactivity is consistent with surface

melting of a nasscent salt biproduct at the interfaces. Cometathesis routes have similar phase

selectivity and temperature reduction in reactions that form TbMnO3, ErMnO3, and DyMnO3.

Cometathesis lowers reaction temperatures while preserving reaction selectivity of the end

members, making it a valuable approach for synthesizing metastable targets.

Introduction

Many solid-state reactions occur at high temperatures to overcome diffusion barriers (T >1000

°C), resulting in formation of the most stable phase at a given composition. Lowering the reaction

temperature in solid-state chemistry allows for kinetic control and the possibility of synthesizing

materials selectively, including metastable compounds.1,2 Solution phase and hydrothermal syn-

thesis routes3 have been used to overcome the inherently low diffusion in solids at low temperature;

however, solution reactions require the precursor solubility, speciation of relevant components, and
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a triggered precipitation with control over both nucleation and growth process. Molten flux syn-

thesis (e.g., a solvent that is solid at room temperature) lowers reaction temperatures by partially

dissolving reagents in a molten compound which must be subsequently removed after synthesis.4

Solid-state metathesis reactions that produce a separable and sacrificial salt byproduct often pro-

ceed at lower temperatures relative to the direct analogous reactions and can operate at rates in the

limit of rapid, self-propagating reactions (e.g. 1-5 seconds)5 or in the limit of slower, controlled

reactions that require heating to several hundreds of degrees (Celsius) for multiple hours in the

synthesis of oxides.6 For example, direct formation of YMnO3 from the reaction of Y2O3 and

Mn2O3 requires temperatures of 1200 °C,7 while formation from an alkali halide flux has been

reported at 700-900 °C.8 Yet, ternary metathesis reactions of the form:

AxMnO2 +YOCl−−→ AxCl+YMnO3 (1)

where A is an alkali (x=1) or alkaline earth (x=0.5) metal, generally react in the 500-900 °C range;

the metathesis reaction is faster than the binary oxides reacting with a fully molten flux.9 As

we previously showed, lowering the reaction temperature tends to impart product selectivity,10,11

particularly with respect to YMnO3 polymorph formation.

Yttrium manganese oxide (YMnO3) is known to form in two polymorphs, the layered hexag-

onal phase12 (h-YMnO3) and the perovskite orthorhombic phase13 (o-YMnO3) (Figure 1). While

many compounds of the form LnMnO3, where Ln is a lanthanide, are known to exist in both poly-

morphs, the relative radii of Y3+ and Mn3+ allow for the two polymorphs of YMnO3 to have

similar formation energies,14 making the system susceptible to “kinetic factors.”15 The traditional

solid-state method of combining yttrium oxide and manganese (III) oxide and heating to very

high temperature yields the thermodynamic h-YMnO3,7 while o-YMnO3 has been synthesized

using high pressure,13 sol gel,16 and flux8 synthesis routes. The orthorhombic polymorph results

from assisted metathesis reactions involving lithium carbonate and excess oxygen, which allows

reactions at lower temperatures.10 Recent computational work has shown that small amounts of
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cation vacancies (∼ 2%) stabilize o-YMnO3 relative to the hexagonal polymorph.11 In the same

work, we reported that ternary metathesis with A=Li results in the formation of a mixture of the

two polymorphs, owing to charge disproportionation in the lithium manganese oxide intermedi-

ates forming diverging reaction pathways. The slightly oxidized intermediate stabilizes o-YMnO3

while the slightly reduced intermediate favors h-YMnO3. The similar formation energies of the

two polymorphs of YMnO3 make it a useful target for studying reaction pathways.

Figure 1: Structure of (a) perovskite o-YMnO3 with 6 coordinate Mn and (b) h-YMnO3 which is a
pseudo-layered phase with 5 coordinate Mn. Despite the different structures, the two polymorphs
have similar formation energies.14

This work reports the phase-pure synthesis of o-YMnO3 using alkaline earth “cometathesis”

reactions, in which two different alkaline earth-based precursors are mixed together to reduce reac-

tion temperatures. The alkaline earth manganese oxides (MgMn2O4 or CaMn2O4) react with YOCl

to selectively form the orthorhombic polymorph; however, the reactions require higher tempera-

tures than the analogous reaction with Li (∼ 600 °C). By combining both MgMn2O4 and CaMn2O4

into the same reaction vessel, the onset reaction temperature (∼ 550 °C) is lowered by over 100 °C

while maintaining the same product selectivity. Using a gradient furnace in combination with syn-

chrotron X-ray diffraction (SXRD) with a focused spot to rapidly study many isothermal reactions

at different temperatures ex post facto,17 we show how the two alkaline earth manganese oxides

influence the reaction pathway of the other, with initial formation of a Mg-Ca halide salt solution.

Crystalline solid halide salts are detected at temperatures at which YMnO3 forms, as the reaction

temperature falls ∼ 50 °C below the nominal eutectic melting point of the MgCl2-CaCl2 phase

diagram. These observations are consistent with the surface melting of the nascent halide salt at

the interface to yield a high mobility reaction interface. We employ heat transfer simulations to
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asses the ability of the reaction enthalpy to locally melt salt formed at the interface. We also extend

this chemistry beyond the YMnO3 system, demonstrating low-temperature selective synthesis of

the orthorhombic polymorph for other LnMnO3 compounds, including those which typically form

hexagonal polymorphs in conventional ceramic reactions (e.g., ErMnO3.

Methods

Experimental procedures

LnOCl (Ln=Tb, Dy, Y, Er) was synthesized by heating LnCl3 hydrate in air at 400 °C for 4 h.18

CaMn2O4 was synthesized by mixing CaCO3 and MnO2 in a 1:2 molar ratio and heating to 1300

°C for 2 weeks in air, with regrinding every 4 days.19 MgMn2O4 was synthesized through a sol-gel

route, in which Mg(NO3)2 and Mn(NO3)2 ·6H2O were dissolved in water with a molar excess of

citric acid. After stirring for 3 h, the mixture was heated to allow the water to boil off, leaving

behind an orange foam. The orange foam was heated to 650 °C and cooled slowly.20 The slow

cooling is performed to prevent site mixing (i.e., site inversion) between Mg and Mn sites in the

spinel structure. Orthorhombic LnMnO3 was synthesized by mixing CaMn2O4, MgMn2O4 and

LnOCl in a 3:1:8 molar ratio and heating at 600 °C for 48 hours. Synthesis of phase pure materials

was confirmed by laboratory powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) data collected on a Bruker D8

Discover diffractometer using Cu Kα radiation and a Lynxeye XE-T position-sensitive detector.

Ex situ experiments were performed in an alumina crucible sealed in a fused quartz tube under

vacuum, but reagents were stored and handled in air. Samples were heated at 5 °C/min to the

target temperature in a muffle furnace. Diffraction patterns of ex situ samples were taken with a

Bruker D8 Discover diffractometer, and synchrotron X-ray diffraction (SXRD) patterns were taken

at the high-resolution diffractometer on the 11-BM beamline at the Advanced Photon Source.21

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were taken using a JEOL JSM-6500F field emission

scanning electron microscope with a 15 kV accelerating voltage and a working distance of 10

microns. Samples were coated with 20 nm of gold to improve conductivity.
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Isothermal reactions heated in a temperature gradient and analyzed ex post facto using syn-

chrotron x-ray diffraction (SXRD) were studied at the 28-ID-2 beamline at the National Syn-

chrotron Light Source II in Brookhaven National Laboratory. Precursors were loaded into a 1.1

mm OD/1.0 mm ID quartz capillary, flame sealed under argon, and placed in a gradient furnace17

with a reproducible, uneven distribution of heating elements. This creates a temperature gradient

across the length of the capillary ranging from 300 °C to 800 °C, such that the beam position

defines a unique temperature. Temperature calibration was performed by loading a capillary of

NaCl and noting the change in lattice parameter as a function of temperature.22 The tempera-

ture change along the length of the capillary was non-uniform with an average change of around

20 °C/mm. Repeated measurement of a standard at various times between experimental sam-

ples throughout the experiments allow us to conclude that temperatures are accurate to within 10

°C. Samples were heated for 40 min with diffraction patterns collected every twenty minutes and

then cooled to room temperature before ex post facto diffraction patterns were taken. Quantitative

analysis was performed on ex post facto diffraction patterns. Data were collected with a wave-

length of 0.1949 Å for single component metathesis reactions, and at 0.19319 Å for cometathesis

reactions. SXRD data were collected on a Perkin Elmer plate detector at a sample-to-detector dis-

tance of 1400 mm. The experimental data were reduced in real-time using the open-source anal-

ysis software xpdAn and xpdTools, which are maintained by the xpdAcq organization on GitHub

(https://github.com/xpdAcq).23

Density functional theory calculations

Theoretical calculations were performed to determine the oxygen vacancy formation energies of

MgMn2O4 and CaMn2O4 using density functional theory (DFT) as implemented in the Vienna Ab

initio Simulation Package (VASP).24 We used the Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA)

with Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation functional25 plus Hubbard-U extension

(GGA + U), with U = 3.9 eV for Mn.26 The Projector Augmented Wave (PAW) method27,28 was

used to model core states via a plane wave basis with an energy cutoff of 520 eV. The MgMn2O4
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(mp-27510) and CaMn2O4 (mp-18844) structures were acquired from the Materials Project (MP)

database.29 Before performing vacancy calculations, we first enumerated many possible collinear

magnetic orderings for each structure using a high-throughput DFT workflow,30 re-relaxed the

structures, and selected the lowest energy magnetic ordering; this resulted in final antiferromag-

netic (AFM) orderings for both structures.

Oxygen vacancy formation energies were calculated for both structures via the charged-defect

supercell approach with finite-size corrections developed by Freysoldt et al.31,32 and implemented

by Broberg et al.33 in the atomate workflow interface.34 The Python Materials Genomics package

(pymatgen)35 was used to create and process all VASP input/output files. We used a k-point grid

density of 50/atom and supercells containing 112 atoms (MgMn2O4: 2x2x2, CaMn2O4: 4x1x1).

The defect phase diagrams are shown in Supplementary Figure S1. The oxygen vacancy formation

energy for each structure was determined from the corresponding defect phase diagram by self-

consistent solution of the Fermi energy, EF . In this solution scheme, EF is varied until net charge

neutrality is reached, as determined by predicted equilibrium concentrations of both defects and

majority carriers at a temperature of T =800 K.

Thermochemistry calculations

Reaction free energies, ∆Grxn(T ), were calculated using a mixture of computed and experimental

data. DFT-based atomic structures and formation enthalpies were acquired from the Materials

Project (MP) database, version 2020 09 08.29 Gibbs free energies of formation, ∆G0
f (T ), of solid

DFT compounds were estimated using the machine-learned Gibbs free energy descriptor approach

implemented by Bartel, et al.36 and applied to MP data. Thermochemical data for MgCl2 and

CaCl2 were acquired from the experimental NIST-JANAF database.37

Thermal Diffusion Simulations

To facilitate the understanding of thermal transport between particles CaMn2O4 and YOCl, a three-

dimensional (3D) heat transfer model was built in COMSOL Multiphysics® software38 to follow
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the temperature in the particles. The detail of the thermal model is found in the Supporting Infor-

mation. The model considers a spherical CaMn2O4 particle that is embedded in a composite of

YOCl particles and air. We assume that the reaction that produces heat occurs at the interface be-

tween two objects and therefore heat is uniformly distributed at the interface. We assume that the

simulated geometry repeats in the entire reaction domain and therefore apply a periodic boundary

condition to the outer boundaries of the composite.

Results and Discussion

Overall Reaction

Isothermal reactions of either MgMn2O4 or CaMn2O4 with 2 YOCl reveal that temperatures in

excess of 700-750 °C are required for substantive reactivity. In these experiments, a capillary is

placed in a furnace with a well-defined thermal gradient for a given amount of time, and SXRD

scans with a focused beam are taken after the capillary had cooled to room temperature (ex post

facto). For the reaction of MgMn2O4 with YOCl, the reaction was kept at temperature for 2 h.

Weight fractions of the various phases as a function of dwell temperature are shown in Figure 2.

MgMn2O4 shows limited reactivity, with less than 10 wt% of any YMnO3 phase present at 750

°C; only orthorhombic YMnO3 formed. The onset of reactivity coincides with the melting point of

MgCl2 (714 °C). No crystalline intermediates were observed in the magnesium metathesis reaction.

The reaction of CaMn2O4 with YOCl was heated for 80 min. CaMn2O4 is slightly more reactive,

with 30 wt% of YMnO3 formed at 750 °C despite a shorter heating time relative to MgMn2O4. Un-

like reactions with MgMn2O4, calcium-based metathesis results in both hexagonal and orthorhom-

bic YMnO3, although about twice as much of the orthorhombic polymorph is present relative to

the hexagonal polymorph (18 vs 7 wt % at 750 °C). The ternary oxide is proceeded by Y3O4Cl in

the reaction pathway(likely variable composition, Y3O4−δCl1+2δ ); an oxygen-rich, chlorine-poor

Y-O-Cl phase that has also been observed in assisted metathesis and lithium ternary metathesis

reactions to make YMnO3.11 CaCl2 forms concomitantly with Y3O4Cl as t-YOCl is consumed.
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We assume that Ca and O are removed from CaMn2O4 to balance this reaction; however, we do

not observe a change in the lattice parameters or site occupancies of CaMn2O4 that would accom-

pany significant vacancy formation. While both CaMn2O4 and MgMn2O4 form small amounts of

YMnO3 at 750 °C, the reaction is unable to reach completion within the time frame of heating.

Figure 2: Phase distribution in weight fraction from isothermal reactions at different tempera-
tures in a gradient furnace for the reaction of (a) MgMn2O4 +2YOCl (b) CaMn2O4 +2YOCl and
(c-h) xCaMn2O4 +(1− x)MgMn2O4 +2YOCl−−→ xCaCl2 +(1− x)MgCl2 +2YMnO3 for (c,d)
x =0.25, (e,f) x =0.5, and (g,h) x =0.75. Data were obtained from quantitative phase analysis of
SXRD data. Phases include t-YOCl (green plus), MgMn2O4 (pink hexagon), YMnO3 (red circle),
CaMn2O4 (blue triangle), Y3O4Cl (olive square), CaCl2 (yellow diamond) and h-YMnO3 (purple
pentagon). For cometathesis reactions, the YMnO3 phase contributions were summed to a single
line (red circle) The melting point of the produced halide salt in each reaction is denoted with a
dashed line. The melting point of pure CaCl2 is beyond the limits of this plot (772 °C). Small
amounts of CaMnO3 (>4 wt%) present in the starting material have been omitted for clarity.

By combining MgMn2O4 and CaMn2O4 into a single reaction mixture for a cometathesis reac-

tion with YOCl, the YMnO3 formation onset temperature is reduced from 690 °C to 550 °C. The
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idealized overall balanced reaction equations take the form,

xCaMn2O4 +(1− x)MgMn2O4 +2YOCl−−→ xCaCl2 +(1− x)MgCl2 +2YMnO3 (2)

with x denoting the relative amount of CaMn2O4 and MgMn2O4 added to the reaction. In reality,

some solid solutions form upon reaction, which are discussed below. Metathesis reactions with

two or more possible halide salts formed in the product are denoted as cometathesis reactions.

Isothermal reactions in a temperature gradient furnace studied by SXRD were carried out at x =

0.25, 0.5, and 0.75 to observe the effects of spectator cation composition on the reaction. All

cometathesis reactions were heated at temperature for 40 min. Weight percents of each phase in

the reaction mixture are determined from quantitative analysis of diffraction data. Weight percents

of relevant phases plotted against dwell temperature is shown in Figure 2. CaMnO3 is present in

small amounts in Ca rich systems and is an impurity in the synthesis of CaMn2O4. The phase never

comprises more than 4 wt% of the sample and reacts concurrently with CaMn2O4, and thus it is

omitted from the figure for clarity. In all systems with a mixed Mg–Ca composition, the formation

temperature of YMnO3 is significantly decreased, with YMnO3 showing up at temperatures as low

as T ∼550 °C (x = 0.75). Compared to singe cation metathesis reactions, he formation temper-

ature of YMnO3 is significantly lower, and the reaction rate is significantly faster in cometathesis

reactions. In single alkaline earth metathesis, YMnO3 forms gradually with only 10 wt% and 20

wt% of YMnO3 present in powder patterns taken after over an hour of dwelling at 800 °C in the

MgMn2O4 and CaMn2O4 reactions, respectively. In contrast, in the mixed Mg-Ca cometathesis

reactions, the reaction nearly progresses to completion after only 40 min of heating. YMnO3 ac-

counts for > 80 wt% of crystalline phases at 600 °C, with the balance comprised of CaCl2 related

phases and small amounts of unreacted starting material.

In cometathesis reactions, the reactions proceed ∼ 50 °C below the eutectic melting point of

MgCl2-CaCl2 mixtures (Teutectic = 610 °C,39 Figure 3). At Mg rich compositions (x=0.5, x=0.25),

all CaCl2 present in the sample melts once Teutectic is reached. However, crystalline CaCl2 is
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Figure 3: Phase diagram of MgCl2 and CaCl2, with the onset temperature of YMnO3 formation
at each composition marked with an open black circle. Data for the phase diagram is found in Ref.
39.

observed at temperatures where YMnO3 has begun to form in in situ measurements. In solid state

chemistry, molten fluxes are known to improve transport in systems, and are commonly used to

grow single crystals;40 however, the simultaneous presence of CaCl2 and YMnO3 in the same in

situ diffraction patterns indicates that a salt does not have to be fully molten to provide a flux-like

kinetic benefit.

The morphology of YMnO3 produced below the salt melting point is inconsistent with bulk

salt metathesis. Reactions for x = 0.75 were heated at 575 °C and 800 °C for 48 h ex situ. PXRD

confirms that both samples converted completely to YMnO3. Scanning electron micrographs of

YMnO3 reacted at 575 °C show small clumps without defined facets (Figure 4(a)). However,

while some clumps were present in the 800 °C sample (Figure 4b), large hollow rods up to 50 µm

in length were also formed. Elemental analysis of the rods confirmed the YMnO3 composition but

with a small amount of Mg also present. We attribute the hollow morphology of the YMnO3 to

the molten salt etching the rod face after formation; however, the exact mechanism of formation is

still unclear. Regardless, the larger crystallites of YMnO3 found in samples heated above the salt

melting point (610 °C) is consistent with flux grown crystals, and a lack of these large crystals in

the low temperature samples suggests that the salt is not completely molten during synthesis, yet

complete conversion to YMnO3 still occurs.
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Figure 4: Scanning electron micrographs of the products from cometathesis reactions (x =0.75)
performed at (a) T = 575 °C and (b) T = 800 °C. Samples were rinsed with water and then dried
prior to measurement to remove hydroscopic halide salts. YMnO3 formed below Teutectic do not
show a faceted morphology, while YMnO3 formed above Teutectic appears as faceted microrods.

As the reaction temperature approaches the halide melting temperature, the amount of YMnO3

formation in the ex post facto cometathesis samples increases, showing a gradual rather than a

sharp rise in conversion after 40 minutes of heating to increasing temperatures. While significant

reactivity is seen below 600 °C in the isothermal SXRD experiments, full conversion of the starting

materials to YMnO3 after 40 min of heating is not observed until within 10 °C of the salt melting

point. We offer three hypotheses explaining this phenomenon: 1) solids near their melting point

exhibit sufficient mobility increases which allow for increased reaction rate below the bulk melting

point, 2) local heating caused by reaction progress allows for melting at the oxide halide interface,

increasing diffusion and therefore reaction rate, and 3) the thermometry of the gradient furnace

was poorly calibrated. Hypothesis 3 is disproved by comparing the observed lattice parameters

and melting point of CaCl2 to both literature and in situ diffraction measurements of a mixture of

CaCl2 and MgCl2 run independently. A brief discussion of the other two hypotheses follows.

As crystals approach their melting point, atomic vibrations within the structure increase in

magnitude. The Lindemann criterion states that a crystal melts when the magnitude of atomic

vibrations reach around 10% of the interatomic distance within the structure.41 However, temper-

ature is an averaged bulk property, and while the average fluctuation magnitude across a sample

may not achieve the Lindemann criterion, individual atoms can have enough kinetic energy to

create a liquid-like state at the surface of the structure. This phenomenon, referred to as surface

melting, occurs at temperatures just below the melting point of materials such as Pb,42 SrTiO3,43
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and DNA.44 We posit that when the MgCl2-CaCl2 mixture approaches its melting point, it un-

dergoes melting-like behavior at the surface, thus providing a relatively mobile interface to facil-

itate YMnO3 crystallization. At higher temperatures, the liquid-like layer increases in thickness,

and therefore is able to transport greater amounts of reactive species, increasing the reaction rate.

YMnO3 formation begins below 600 °C; however, at temperatures beneath the bulk melting point,

complete conversion to YMnO3 is not achieved in 40 minutes of heating. Because the molten phase

appears directly at the interface between precursors, it increases the reaction rate at the interface in

contrast to the similar reaction of binary oxides in a halide flux.

We also consider the possibility that local heating by the reaction could locally melt the inter-

face in a quasi-adiabatic process, in which the heat produced by the enthalpy of reaction locally

heats the salt above its melting point. Maximum reaction rates were estimated by quantifying reac-

tion progress of in situ measurements taken of samples heated in the gradient furnace as a function

of time. We used the thermal diffusion model and simulated the heat transfer between and within

the particles. We recorded the time needed for a point at the interface between a CaMn2O4 particle

and the composite consisting of the YOCl particles and air to reach the halide melting temperature

(610 °C) at reaction rates observed in the experiment. The relationship between the time to reach

the melting temperature (in min) and the conversion rate (in %/min) is plotted in Figure S4. At 550

°C, the onset temperature for YMnO3 formation, the conversion rate was estimated from the exper-

iment to be around 0.6 % conversion/min; at this rate, it is predicted to take roughly 99 minutes for

local heating from the reaction to melt the halide salt (see Figure S4). Therefore, we conclude that

the self-heating is too slow to be the cause of increased reactivity. However as the temperature ap-

proached the melting point and the reaction rate increased to approximately 13% conversion/min,

it was found that the reaction could output enough heat to melt the surrounding salt in less than

5 minutes, which, in conjunction with surface melting, would produce a non-negligible effect on

reaction rate in the system. While surface melting is likely the main factor contributing to the

reaction rate in this case, local melting by the heat of the reaction could also become important in

systems which are particularly sensitive to small temperature changes.
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Both of these hypotheses rely on the presence of both CaCl2 and MgCl2, neither of which are

initially present in the reaction. However, at temperatures around Teutectic, the formation of the

halides is autocatalytic, with the salt increasing the kinetics of forming more salt. Therefore, a

small amount of nascent CaCl2 and MgCl2 quickly becomes noticeable on a measurable scale as

temperatures are sufficiently high to enable surface melting, enabling reactivity despite not initially

being present in the reaction. Tamman’s rule states that the reactivity temperature in a solid state

reaction is dictated by the melting point of the reactants; however, we show that the melting point

of the products also play a strong role in determining the temperature of reaction.

MgMn2O4 and CaMn2O4 Reactivity

YMnO3 formation is observed only after MgMn2O4 begins to react, indicating that the combined

reactions of CaMn2O4 and MgMn2O4 are required to form YMnO3 at low temperatures. For all

three cometathesis reactions, the calcium-based post-spinel reacts at lower temperatures than the

magnesium-based spinel. When the system is sufficiently calcium deficient (x = 0.25), CaMn2O4

reacts completely before MgMn2O4 starts to react, and both Ca and O are removed from the struc-

ture to form CaCl2 and yttrium oxychloride intermediates, leaving crystalline bixybite Mn2O3

behind. Complete conversion of CaMn2O4 to Mn2O3 at x= 0.25 corresponds to Mn2O3 compris-

ing 8 wt% of the total sample, close to the 7.5 wt% observed. While CaMn2O4 begins reacting as

early as 400 °C, MgMn2O4 remains inert until 500 °C. YMnO3 starts to form in significant quan-

tity only when MgMn2O4 also begins to react. While both MgMn2O4 and CaMn2O4 are consumed

to form the YMnO3 final product in the cometathesis reactions, they do not react simultaneously.

As the formation of YMnO3 corresponds so closely with the reaction of MgMn2O4, contraction

of the CaCl2 unit cell is also correlated to formation of YMnO3. At temperatures greater than 605

°C, as much as 18% of the Ca2+ in the rutile CaCl2 structure can be replaced with Mg2+, resulting

in a smaller unit cell.45 MgCl2 crystallizes in the rhombohedral, layered CdCl2 structure. The

phase is absent in ex post facto SXRD data; however, this could be attributed to the reactivity of

Mg-based phases with the quartz capillary or Mg substituting into other phases in the pattern. In
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Figure 5: Unit cell volume of rutile CaCl2 measured at room temperature for reactions with
different dwell temperatures from ex post facto SXRD for samples containing 75% Ca (blue circle)
and 50% Ca (green square). Onset of MgMn2O4 reactivity is indicated with a vertical dashed line
in the corresponding color. The volume of CaCl2 rapidly begins to drop at the reaction onset
temperature, indicating that Mg2+ substitution has occurred.

contrast, CaCl2 crystallizes in the hydrophilite structure at temperatures lower than 240 °C and in

the rutile structure at higher temperatures, both of which are observed in the appropriate in situ

diffraction patterns. The addition of magnesium to this rutile structure is easily observed. The unit

cell volume of rutile-CaCl2 as a function of temperature is plotted in Figure 5. The unit cell volume

drops rapidly at temperatures where MgMn2O4 reacts and Mg substitutes into CaCl2, suggesting

that no significant amount of Mg2+ is released from the spinel structure before MgMn2O4 reaction

is observed in the powder pattern. The contraction of the unit cell of CaCl2 also corresponds with

a lowering of the melting point in the halide salt (Figure 3), which in turn increases the reaction

rate of MgMn2O4 and formation rate of YMnO3.

The lower reaction temperature of CaMn2O4 reactivity relative to that of MgMn2O4 correlates

with a more favorable reaction energy, largely a result of the greater enthalpy of formation of

CaCl2 (−2.793 eV/atom) relative to MgCl2 (−2.254 eV/atom).29 The alkaline earth manganese

oxides have similar formation enthalpies (−2.354 eV/atom for MgMn2O4 and -2.461 eV/atom for

CaMn2O4). The overall reaction of an alkaline earth manganese oxide with YOCl to form YMnO3
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Figure 6: ∆Grxn(T ) of AMn2O4 + 2YOCl −−→ ACl2 + + 2YMnO3, where A is Mg (orange cir-
cles) and Ca (purple x’s). The change in slope corresponds to the onset of melting of MgCl2 and
CaCl2, as reported in the experimental thermochemistry data.37 Reactions of CaMn2O4 have more
negative ∆Grxn at all investigated temperatures.

and the corresponding halide salt is more energetically favorable in the case of CaMn2O4 when

compared to MgMn2O4, with the latter reaction being energetically unfavorable at temperatures

less than 1400 °C (Figure 6).36 Experimentally, YMnO3 is first seen forming from the reaction

of pure MgMn2O4 and YOCl in samples which dwelled at 720 °C; however, the structure has a

smaller unit cell than YMnO3 formed in the calcium reaction, suggesting that the final product still

contains Mg, which is not accounted for in the calculations shown in Figure 6. Instead of forming

MgCl2, Mg2+ can also react with the quartz capillary the reaction was performed in, promoting

the formation of YMnO3. The reaction with CaMn2O4 with YOCl is more thermodynamically

favorable than that of MgMn2O4 and YOCl and does not rely on various side reactions to occur,

allowing for the formation of YMnO3 at lower temperatures.

The availability of defect-mediated reaction pathways plays a role in the lower temperature re-

activity of CaMn2O4. The tolerance of CaMn2O4 to oxygen vacancies enables a robust intermedi-

ate chemistry at low temperatures, which is inaccessible to the vacancy-resistant MgMn2O4 struc-

ture. A balanced reaction corresponding to the observed intermediates in reactions of CaMn2O4
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and YOCl is shown in Equation 3, with ε representing the extent of reaction bounded by 0 ≤ ε .

0.33,

CaMn2O4 +2YOCl−−→ 2εCaCl2 +Ca1−2εMn2O4−2ε +2YO1+εCl1−2ε −−→ CaCl2 +2YMnO3

(3)

In other words, the initial reaction pathway for CaMn2O4 involves the loss of both Ca2+ and O2−

from the structure. As oxidative deintercalation of cations is known in both spinel and post spinel

structures, we focused on comparing the energetic penalty required to remove an oxygen reduc-

tively from both MgMn2O4 and CaMn2O4. Using DFT and the point defect calculation method

implemented by Broberg, et al.,33 we find that 1.55 eV/vacancy is required to create an oxygen

vacancy in MgMn2O4, compared to 1.23 eV/vacancy in CaMn2O4. The relative difference be-

tween the two values is small, but significant. This difference in energetics is manifested in the

Y-O-Cl intermediates that form along the reaction pathway. The structure of the yttrium oxide

chloride phase changes with increasing reaction progress, ε, changing from a layered tetragonal

structure (t-YOCl) to a rhombohedral one (r-YOCl) before transitioning into a channeled struc-

ture (Y3O4Cl), as Ca from CaMn2O4 reacts with removed Cl to form CaCl2 and oxygen is ab-

stracted from CaMn2O4. For simplicity’s sake, the Y-O-Cl containing phases are referred to by

their idealized stoichiometry, but charge balance dictates that all three structures take the form of

YO1+εCl1−2ε with increasing values of epsilon. The oxygentation of Y-O-Cl intermediates as the

reaction progresses has been observed in similar reactions.9,11 By varying x (relative amounts of

MgMn2O4 and CaMn2O4) and changing the CaMn2O4 to YOCl starting ratio, the extent to which

YOCl reacts before YMnO3 forms can be tuned. At low concentrations of CaMn2O4, Mn2O3 is

produced stoichiometrically as an intermediate as ε approaches the total amount of Ca at lower

temperatures, as observed for x = 0.25 and 0.5 (Figure 2). For x = 0.25, compete conversion of

CaMn2O4 to Mn2O3 is observed. Higher amounts of r-YOCl are observed with increased amounts

of CaMn2O4 (e.g., x = 0.75), extending to observation of only the oxygen rich and chlorine poor

Y3O4Cl phase in the x = 1 reaction. MgMn2O4 does not appear to participate in the formation of
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Y-O-Cl intermediates, and MgMn2O4 must react directly to form YMnO3, limiting its accessible

chemistry at low temperatures.

YMnO3 Polymorph Distribution

Figure 7: Polymorph distribution of YMnO3 as a function of temperature for x = 0.25 (top), x = 0.5
(center), and x = 0.75(bottom). o-YMnO3 is denoted by green squares, o-Mg:YMnO3 is denoted
by yellow circles, and h-YMnO3 is denoted by magenta hexagons. Unit cell volume (Å3) as a
function of temperature for the orthorhombic polymorphs is shown on the right. o-Mg:YMnO3 is
formed in samples with high Mg concentrations and is distinguished from unsubstituted o-YMnO3
by its smaller unit cell.

In all cometathesis reactions studied here, perovskite type o-YMnO3 forms before the layered

h-YMnO3 (Figure 7). The compositions of x = 0.25 and x = 0.75 do not produce significant

amounts of h-YMnO3 after 40 min of heating; however, at the highest temperatures measured

for x = 0.5, the hexagonal polymorph begins to form. Aliovalent substitution of Mg or Ca in the
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ternary oxide as it is forming stabilizes the orthorhombic phase over the conventionally more stable

hexagonal phase which can be made directly from binary oxides at 1200 °C.7 o-YMnO3 is known

to be stabilized by small amounts of Mn oxidation,11 consistent with the substitution of Y3+ by

divalent alkaline earth metals in the structure. In fact, the solid solution of YMnO3 with CaMnO3

is known to transition from the hexagonal to the orthorhombic structure at 22% Ca doping.46

Magnesium has been shown to substitute into lanthanide manganese oxides such as YbMnO3,47

and it likely could also substitute into YMnO3, stabilizing the orthorhombic polymorph. However,

we cannot rule out the hypothesis that o-YMnO3 is more stable at lower temperatures, even in the

absence of defects.9 Ex situ reactions heated to 800 °C for 48 h show formation of h-YMnO3 at x

= 0.25, 0.5, and 0.75, demonstrating that at high temperatures and long times, the hexagonal phase

is favored over the orthorhombic phase. Reactions with a higher concentration of CaMn2O4 in

the starting mixture show a higher phase fraction of h-YMnO3, showing a lower extent of alkaline

earth metal substituting in the final product when less Mg was present in the system. The more

favorable thermodynamics involved in the formation of CaCl2 relative to the formation of MgCl2

provides a more favorable driving force for Ca2+ to leave the oxide than Mg2+, which results in

Mg substitution in the final o-YMnO3 product when large amounts of MgMn2O4 are used in the

precursor mixture (x < 0.75).

Two closely related Pnma phases are present in high temperature ex post facto diffraction pat-

terns, corresponding to o-YMnO3 and Mg substituted o-Mg:YMnO3. The Mg substituted phase

is distinguished from the unsubstituted phase by a contraction of the a lattice parameter from 5.78

Å to 5.69 Å , similar to the structural contraction seen in oxygen rich o-YMnO3+δ by Todd et

al.10 Unit cell volumes as a function of dwell temperature are seen in Figure 7. This contraction is

difficult to observe in low angle peaks; however, at high angle peaks (Q>3.5 Å−1) the two phases

are readily observed (Figure S5). Under all three cometathesis conditions, o-YMnO3 forms before

o-Mg:YMnO3, consistent with CaMn2O4 reacting before MgMn2O4. Rietveld analysis of SXRD

data collected from ex situ reactions run at 600 °C for 48 hours with x=0.25 and x=0.75 showed

a contracted o-Mg:YMnO3 with 35% of the Mn site and 15% of the Y site substituted by Mg.
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The other o-YMnO3 phase present in each pattern showed no evidence of substitution when all

site occupancies were allowed to freely refine. o-Mg:YMnO3 comprises a higher phase fraction

of the sample in reactions with a high Mg2+ concentration. Yet, no o-Mg:YMnO3 is observed

for x = 0.75 in the isothermal reaction SXRD data collected ex post facto; including the substi-

tuted phase in refinements did not improve the statistics, suggesting the absence of the phase in

the measured material. At this composition (x=0.75), most of the Mg substitutes into CaCl2 as

it leaves the lattice. Elemental analysis by energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) at low x

showed that after washing with water to remove halide salts, Mg remained in the sample while

Ca did not, further supporting Mg doping in o-Mg:YMnO3. In compositions where there is too

much Mg for it all to substitute into CaCl2, there is less thermodynamic driving force for Mg to

leave the YMnO3 structure, leading to Mg substitution. By choosing compositions with high ini-

tial CaMn2O4 concentrations, the Mg2+ produced in the reaction dissolves into CaCl2 instead of

doping o-YMnO3. The mixed halide salt has a low enough melting point to promote reactivity

at temperatures sufficiently low to prevent o-YMnO3 from converting to h-YMnO3. The reaction

temperature difference obtained from cometathesis allows for the formation of a metastable oxide.

Cometathesis Reactions of LnOCl

Alkaline earth cometathesis enables the low temperature phase selective synthesis of other or-

thorhombic LnMnO3 phases. Reactions of CaMn2O4 and MgMn2O4 were performed with LnOCl

(Ln = Tb, Dy, Er). For lanthanides with ionic radii larger than 1.02 Å (such as Tb and Dy), direct

reaction of the oxides yields the orthorhombic LnMnO3 polymorph.14 Like YMnO3, direct reac-

tion of Er2O3 and Mn2O3 results in hexagonal ErMnO3, yet o-ErMnO3 has been made through

thin film,48 sol gel49 and high pressure50 approaches, similar to YMnO3. A 75/25 mol % mixture

of CaMn2O4 and MgMn2O4 was mixed with a stoichiometric amount of LnOCl and reacted at

600 °C for 48 h. The high calcium to magnesium ratio was chosen to inhibit Mg doping of the

final lanthanide product. The low reaction temperature prevents conversion of of o-LnMnO3 to

the hexagonal polymorph. Diffraction patterns of the resulting powders are shown in Figure 8. By
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Figure 8: X-ray diffraction patterns for reactions of LnOCl with MgMn2O4 and CaMn2O4 at
600°C for 48 h. Representative powder patterns for both polymorphs of LnMnO3 are shown at
the top for comparison.Under these conditions, all tested lanthanides formed o-LnMnO3. Data are
shown in black, and refined fits for the orthorhombic polymorph of each phase are shown in red.

observing the high-angle peaks, we determine that there is only one unsubstituted perovskite phase

present in these samples, and the unit cell volumes of the phases are consistent with LnMnO3. In

each case, complete conversion to orthorhombic LnMnO3 was achieved, even with the smaller Er

ion. Mixtures of Ln2O3 and Mn2O3 at the same heating profile did not lead to a reaction. The low-

ered reaction temperature and polymorph selectivity in the alkaline earth cometathesis approach is

maintained over a wide range of lanthanide manganese oxide systems.

Conclusions

Cometathesis lowers reaction temperatures in ternary metathesis reactions. By reacting a mixture

of CaMn2O4 and MgMn2O4 together with YOCl, the formation temperature of YMnO3 is reduced

from 690 °C to 575 °C. In addition, cometathesis reactions occur rapidly when compared to their

single metathesis counterparts, with >90% reaction conversion observed within 50 °C of reaction

onset. We propose that surface melting of small amounts of CaCl2 and MgCl2 forming at the in-
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terfaces enables this low temperature reactivity in an autocatalytic manner. Using alkaline earth

cations in the metathesis reactions imparts a selectivity of the orthorhombic perovskite YMnO3

over the hexagonal polymorph, which we attribute to Ca and Mg substitution in the YMnO3 in

the early stages of the reaction, stabilizing the orthorhombic phase. However, we cannot rule out

the hypothesis that o-YMnO3 is thermodynamically stable at lower temperatures. As the reaction

progresses, Ca is removed from the YMnO3 structure, however some Mg remains. Combining

CaMn2O4 and MgMn2O4 does not remove the selectivity of these reactions for the orthorhombic

polymorph. By studying trends in reactivity and the reaction pathway for the YMnO3 system, we

used the reaction design rules in chemically similar systems, as shown by the low temperature

polymorph selective syntheses of TbMnO3, DyMnO3, and ErMnO3. All three materials are syn-

thesized in the orthorhombic polymorph without Mg doping. In cases where a metathesis reaction

pathway favors a nominally metastable polymorph, cometathesis can maintain the selective path-

way while lowering the overall reaction temperature, hindering conversion to a phase that may be

more globally stable. By studying reaction trends and pathways, we unlock the tools for designing

selective synthetic routes to materials which traditionally require high temperatures and pressures

to synthesize.

Supporting Information

The following information is made available in the supporting information available on the publish-

ers website: Defect phase diagrams for MgMn2O4 and CaMn2O4, details of the thermal diffusion

modeling, and representitve diffraction patterns highlighting the difference between o-YMnO3 and

Mg substituted o-YMnO3.
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